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**Interior Emulsion Paints**

**Terraco Terralast**

**TERRALAST** is a high quality, washable, matt emulsion with high coverage suitable for application on most interior building surfaces.

**Terraco Contract Emulsion**

**TERRACO CONTRACT EMULSION** is an economical, interior grade, matt emulsion suitable for use on most interior building surfaces.
Exterior and Interior Emulsion Paints

Terraco Terrashield

TERRASHIELD is a high-quality, highly washable, weather-resistant acrylic paint, suitable for use on exterior and interior surfaces of concrete, plywood, anti-rust primed steel and more.

Terraco Terralux

TERRALUX is a premium quality, highly washable, acrylic bound, matt emulsion with high opacity suitable for use on most interior and exterior building surfaces. A top of the line paint.

Terraco Terratop Silk

TERRATOP SILK is a high quality, highly washable, interior/exterior grade, vinyl emulsion silk paint with a luxurious satin finish for use on most building surfaces.

The above represents a limited selection of the more popular colours available - contact Terraco if you cannot find your preference.
**Terraco Terragene**

**TERRAGENE** is a high quality, anti-fungal, weather resistant, highly washable, acrylic paint suitable for use on most exterior and interior building surfaces. Excellent for use in humid areas prone to fungal growth.

**Terraco Flexishield**

**FLEXISHIELD** is a mid-sheen, elastomeric, high performance, anti-carbonation coating with excellent weathering properties, flexibility and dirt pick-up resistance.

---

Products may be application specific - please consult Technical Datasheets prior to application.

Datasheets are available on www.terraco.com or from your Terraco representative.
Terraco’s range of high quality paints are used by discerning home owners, applicators and contractors across the globe. Drawing on extensive experience from varied and demanding environments as well as our dedicated Technical Centre in Ireland. Terraco uses carefully selected and prepared raw materials and the finest pigments to produce paints which are perfect for your requirements. Terraco paints are made to last and are available in a broad range of colours.
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